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Norman R. Bangeman, Esq.
Assistant City Attorney
201 West Colfax Ave ., Dept. 1207
Denver, CO 80202

Re:

	

Americans with Disabilities Act Violations at Ellie Caulkins Opera House

Dear Norm :

I am writing to you because you are the Assistant City Attorney who has been assigned to
all of the City auditorium matters we have raised to date, including Temple Hoyne Buell Center
and Red Rocks. If this letter should go to another City attorney, please forward it . I, along with
the law firm of Fox & Robertson, P .C., represent the Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition
("CCDC") regarding ADA violations at the newly redesigned and constructed Ellie Caulkins
Opera House in the Quigg Newton Denver Municipal Auditorium (known as the "Ellie") . As
you know, CCDC is a statewide, non-profit, disability rights organization, representing over
3 .000 members statewide .

Wednesday, September 14, 2005, at the invitation of the Colorado Ballet's Department of
Education and Outreach, CCDC members toured the newly opened Ellie . The tour was billed as
an "ABLE Tour," the acronym standing for "Accessibility for Ballet Lovers and Enthusiasts,"
and the invitation was sent to members of the disability community and disability organizations .
The tour was designed to demonstrate the accessibility features of the new auditorium . We met
with Meredith Carson, operations coordinator for the Denver Center for Performing Arts, who
conducted the tour, and Tiffany Pallotto and Elizabeth Miller from the Colorado Ballet
Department of Education and Outreach, who sponsored the event .

Not only we were not impressed with wheelchair accessibility at the Ellie, we are
appalled. It is difficult to understand in a City once dubbed "the most accessible city in the
nation," with an active disability rights community, and when CCDC has raised numerous
complaints to the City about accessibility and even sued the City over the accessibility of
assembly areas, that the City would now fail to even comply with the minimum requirements of
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the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines ("ADAAG"), 28 C .F.R. , pt. 36,
app . A. We found numerous violations and disappointments .

As has been advertised widely, "The historic shell of the Newton Auditorium still stands,
but the old Auditorium Theatre inside the building has been demolished ."' The City completely
redesigned and reconstructed the facility . It is a beautiful building with many great comforts for
everyone except people who use wheelchairs . It is required to be "readily accessible to and
usable by individuals with disabilities, including those who use wheelchairs." 42 U.S.C . .§
12183 .

Below, I have listed the major violations . We believe there are others .

Access to Accessible Seats in the Orchestra Level

For some unknown and remarkable reason, rather than designing access to the orchestra
level via a ramp or elevator, the City requires people who use wheelchairs to cram their
wheelchairs into a tiny, enclosed lift that barely has room for an individual using a wheelchair .
Non-disabled patrons enter the orchestra level via lavish stair cases with ornate finishes . People
who use wheelchairs must hope they can find the isolated alcove where the tiny lift is located and
take the lengthy, claustrophobic trip to the orchestra .

During the ABLE tour, Carrie Lucas, who uses a motorized wheelchair, attempted to use
the lift. Ms. Carson showed her where the lift was and how it operates . Because the floor space
of the lift is so small with the door closed, Ms . Carson was unable to ride with Ms . Lucas and
had to let Ms. Lucas ride by herself while Ms. Carson took the stairs . Even after Ms. Carson
exited, it took twenty minutes to make the lift to go . Ms. Lucas did make it to the orchestra level,
but when she tried to ride back up, the inside door would not close, and the lift would not go up .
Ms . Carson did try everything she could to make the lift work, but was unsuccessful . Ms. Lucas
waited another twenty minutes before she realized she could manually pull the inside door shut
reaching behind her, using her cane . Finally, she returned . The other tour patrons who used
wheelchairs were afraid to try the lift. We have grave concerns that if the lift was not operating
during the "ABLE Tour," we will see many problems with it when the facility opens .

Ms. Lucas and her two daughters, who also use wheelchairs, are very fond of the ballet
and plan to get season tickets . Ms. Lucas and both of her daughters also have visual impairments
and need to be close to the stage . They will need to get accessible seats in the lower orchestra or
spotlight circle level . She and her daughters are going to have a very difficult time getting in and
out of the floor seating area.

' Quigg Newton Denver Municipal Auditorium/Ellie Caulkins Opera House Fact Sheet .
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CCDC members are incensed that the City would install such equipment in "one of the
finest facilities of its kind worldwide ."2 Here are some of the practical reasons why the "most
accessible City" should not have designed the Ellie with lifts :

•

	

Only one person can fit in the lift at a time .

•

	

It is intensely slow even when it works properly .

•

	

Many people who use wheelchairs cannot operate the buttons to make it work, and with
some wheelchairs, an usher or companion will not fit in the lift . Such individuals will be
unable to access the orchestra level .

•

	

It is dark, cramped and requires relying on others to operate it .

•

	

Patrons who use wheelchairs who come with groups will have to separate to enter the
orchestra .

•

	

Mechanical failure is inevitable . Being trapped inside a lift or stranded on either side can
be extremely frightening. A ramp was the sensible, integrated, safe design choice .

•

	

There are two lifts, but a person in a wheelchair has no access across the orchestra seating
to get to the other lift in case of a malfunction .

•

	

The slow speed of the lifts coupled with the limited access and space make the orchestra
level a hazard in case of an emergency, particularly one that requires evacuation, but
where it is still safe to use the elevators such as in the event of a bomb threat, tornado
warning or like situation .

•

	

While non-disabled patrons enjoy the grand splendor of the Ellie upon entering the
orchestra, people in wheelchairs are relegated to a tiny, dark box .

Here are the legal reasons why the City should not have designed the Ellie with lifts .

Under ADAAG § 4.1 .3(5), "One passenger elevator complying with 4 .10 shall serve each
level, including mezzanines, in all multi-story buildings and facilities ." Although there are
exceptions, none apply here . Platform lifts are permitted in rare circumstances spelled out in the
ADAAG, but none apply to the Ellie. The requirements for elevators are found in ADAAG §
4.10. The City has not complied .

2 Id
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Accessible Seats in the Orchestra Level

All of the wheelchair seating locations in the orchestra level are on slopes . For obvious
reasons, ADAAG §4.33 .4 requires that wheelchair seating locations be level .

In addition, Ms . Carson indicated that no determination had been made as to the location
of the wheelchair and companion seats in the orchestra level. Because tickets for performances
and season tickets are on sale now, individuals who use wheelchairs are being deprived of such
tickets. This is also a problem because we cannot determine if of the 2,268 seats at the Ellie,
there is an ADAAG-compliant number of accessible seats. CCDC members have attempted to
purchase seats for ballet performances next week, and were told there were no center orchestra or
spotlight circle wheelchair accessible seats at all .

The locations for wheelchairs in this section must be identified and must be made level
immediately .

Problems with "Removable" Seats

Where the wheelchair locations are supposed to be, there are "removable" seats. Ms .
Carson said they are very difficult and time-consuming to remove . It appears the two-seat
sections need to have several bolts unbolted and then be moved to storage . Apparently, it is the
intent of the Ellie operators to leave the fixed seats in place until before show time, and then
remove them. We have grave concerns over this procedure, because it could very easily lead to
the situation of a staff person trying to uninstall the seats at performance time. By far, the better
practice would be to leave the seats out of these sections and install them only if they are sold to
non-disabled patrons under limited circumstances described below.

Ms. Carson also indicated that the policy regarding tickets is to hold wheelchair
accessible seating until some fixed number of days before the performance . The far better
practice is to keep those wheelchair locations available for people who use wheelchairs unless all
other non-accessible seats are occupied . This virtually guarantees that an individual who uses a
wheelchair -- just like her nondisabled counterparts -- will have access to seating up to the time
of the performance . We are sending an Open Records Act request regarding this and other
issues .

Throughout the Ellie, there are wheelchair seating locations where even if the fixed seats
are removed, there is insufficient room for two or more individuals who use wheelchairs to sit
together . 3 In Denver, with its large disability community, there are many occasions when two or
more persons using a wheelchair wish to sit together at a performance . In Ms. Lucas' family

3 It appears this can be done in the box seats, but at a premium price .
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alone, there are three wheelchair users . Having more removable seats in different configurations
would solve this problem.

***

If the City wishes to maintain its image as "the Most Accessible City," it needs to design
and construct buildings using the ADAAG as the absolute minimum for accessibility and seek
designs that allow people with disabilities to have the same, integrated experience as the non-
disabled. We are very upset with this turn of events . No one at CCDC was consulted about this .
We believed the Denver Commission for People with Disabilities would have caught and solved
this, but they did not. Now, we have to address the City's non-compliance after-the-fact .

The Ellie will be open to the public next Thursday . We have considered filing a motion
for a temporary restraining order to halt operations until these extreme ADA violations are
remedied; however, we will not do so if the City agrees to meet with us as quickly as possible to
discuss immediate solutions. Unfortunately, we do not have enough information about the
facility to be able to make a concrete demand now, but it will involve structural changes to the
Ellie. We also will seek our reasonable costs and fees during the process of resolving this, as we
would be entitled under the ADA .

Thank you for your cooperation . I look forward to hearing from you soon .

Very truly:yours,

Kevin W. Williams
Legal Program Director
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